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1 Introduction
This survey took place January 22–28, 2001 in the Bum Subdivision of Boyo Division in the North West
Province of Cameroon. The research team was comprised of Dorcas Chia (a mother-tongue speaker of Bum),
Dr. Bitjaa Kody Zachée Denis (University of Yaoundé I), Melinda Lamberty (SIL), and Jess and Peggy
Thompson (IMB and SIL). We are grateful for the welcome extended to us by government, church, school, and
traditional leaders without whose assistance and participation this research would not have been possible.

1.1 Background
The Bum people are strongly unified in their cultural identity. When asked what makes them distinctively Bum,
their consistent reply was: “We have our own language. We live at peace in Bum. We love each other. We teach
children respect for the elders, and we work hard.”

There are a few smaller language groups whom Bum people consider to share their culture: Faat (possibly the
Cung language), Mbuk, and Mungong (a dialect of Ncane).1 Faat people, who identify themselves as Bum,
make up a large percentage of the population in the village of Kimbi River. The Fon of Mbuk and Fon of
Mungong are considered Bum fons. The speech of these three groups is not intelligible to mother-tongue Bum
speakers, but reportedly all of these people are fluent in the Bum language. The Nkanchi people (Ncane
speakers) from Kichako village also have a reputation for understanding Bum very well.

1.2 Terminology and Classification
In all five Bum villages surveyed (Buabua, Fonfuka, Kimbi River, Konene, and Saff), people consistently told
us that their name is the Bum people and that their speech is the Bum language. They claim there is no variation
in names or dialects.

Here is what Grimes (2000:33) says about Bum in the 14th edition of the Ethnologue:
BUM (BOM) [BMV] Northern part of Fundong Subdivision, mainly in the villages of Su-Bum and Laa-Bum,
Menchum Division, North West Province. Niger-Congo, Atlantic-Congo, Volta-Congo, Benue-Congo, Bantoid,
Southern, Wide Grassfields, Narrow Grassfields, Ring, Center.

The ALCAM (1983:116) assigns code [823] to the Bum language.

1.3 Location and Population
Bum is north of Fundong. Located inside the circumference of the Ring Road of the North West Province, the
Bum language has an estimated fifteen thousand mother-tongue speakers. Electricity has not yet come to the
region, and there is no hospital in Bum. Poor road quality makes some villages attainable only on foot.
Surrounding language groups include Kom and Mmen to the south, Koskin to the west, Cung and Mungong to
the north, and Ncane and Noni to the east. Bum people also report interacting with other language groups in the
area: Nso, Oku, and Limbum.

                                                          
1See the Eastern Beboid survey report for more information regarding Faat and Mungong (Brye and Brye
2000:25–28).  The Bryes found that both Faat and Mungong have mixed populations.  In Faat, the Beboid
language of Cung is spoken alongside Bum because intermarriage is common.  In Mungong, the Mungong
dialect of Ncane is spoken, and there are also many Bum speakers living there.
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Figure 1. Location of Bum.
(Breton and Fohtung 1991:131)

When asked where their language is spoken, Bum interviewees listed fifteen additional Bum villages, most of
which are quarters of the Bum villages on the following map (figure 2): Bali, Binakimbi, Faat/Sali, Fio, Fusejo,
Kechiakoh, Kichimi, Kifio, Kitchambo/Kichango, Mbamlo, Mbuk, Mulung, Mungong, Ngen, and Ngunakimbi.
Six of these are reported to be mixed populations, or groups for which Bum is their second language (Faat/Sali,
Fio, Kimbi River, Mbamlu, Mbuk, and Mungong). At one time the village of Su-Bum was the largest Bum
population center, having a hospital, several schools, and government buildings. However, this community was
evacuated and residents were resettled in Buabua and Kimbi River following the 1986 natural disaster explained
in section 1.6.

Figure 2. Map of Bum Villages.
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The following census figures include all residents of these villages, whether or not they are Bum speakers, so
the actual Bum population is probably smaller than this. We estimate that there are approximately fifteen
thousand Bum speakers in Bum Canton.

Table 1. Bum Population Figures

1987 Census* 2001 Projection**
    BUABUA 773 1,150
    FONFUKA 5,145 7,680
    KICHOUWI 726 1,080
    KIMBI 2,494 3,720
    KONENE 1,004 1,500
    LAKA-BUM 159 240
    NGUINASHU 66 100
    NGUNAFUSI 611 910
    NGUNAKIMBI 598 890
    SAFF 965 1,440
    SAWI 718 1,070
Total: 13,259 19,780

*  See Demo, 1987.
** This is based on the Census bureau's calculation that there was 2.9% annual
increase in population from the 1976 census to 1987 census. This figure assumes the
same increase per year over 14 years to 2001. There is no way of knowing if there has
been significant immigration or emigration of the speech communities since 1987.
Also, these figures do not include populations speaking the language outside of the
village (in cities).

1.4 Livelihood
Most Bum people are agriculturalists. They say that they are rich in food because their land is very fertile. Some
major crops are corn and peanuts, among other things. Those who seek jobs in a cash-based economy move to
cities outside of Bum as there is little employment available within the community.

1.5 Religion
Christians make up the largest religious group among the Bum people. The presence of Islam is significant in
the area but mostly among the Fulani people who live in Bum communities. Some Bum people adhere to the
traditional religion.

1.6 History
In the distant past, the Bum people say that they migrated from Tikari. They insist that their origins are separate
from those of the Kom people, although the Kom may also have migrated from Tikari. Perhaps the two groups
cohabitated there for several generations. The Bum people say that they left Tikari because of tribal differences,
not because of war.

On August 21, 1986, a catastrophic explosion of natural gas escaping from the nearby volcanic Lake Nyos
traumatized the Bum people. The largest Bum community at that time, Su-Bum, was in the area affected by the
disaster. Most of the people and animals present in the town at that time were killed, and Su-Bum now lies
uninhabited. Those who survived the disaster have been resettled by the government in the villages of Kimbi
River, Konene, and Buabua.
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2 Purpose and Approach

2.1 Purpose of the Survey
The researchers set out to probe the question of what the Bum people need in terms of language development
and translation. The findings of this research address whether or not the Bum people could benefit from literacy
and translation currently being done in the Kom language. More explicitly, could the Bum people use Kom as
their written standard? If not, would the attitudes of Bum people toward Kom be sufficiently positive to warrant
a study of the feasibility of a related language adaptation project?

Research objectives for this survey:
• Obtain a self-reported sociolinguistic summary from mother-tongue Bum speakers regarding the following

issues: dialectology, multilingualism, language vitality, and language attitudes.

• Verify the existence or nonexistence of dialects within Bum and the amount of apparent similarity between
the lexicons of Bum and Kom by comparing word lists.

• Quantify the degree to which the Bum population understands a Kom narrative text and determine whether
this understanding is due to bilingualism or inherent intelligibility.

2.2 Methodology

2.2.1 Dialect Intelligibility Testing
2.2.1.1 Data Collection

To determine how well Bum speakers understand Kom, we employed the recorded text testing (RTT) method,
as described by Eugene Casad (1974). Questions for measuring comprehension are obtained in the language of
the speakers to be tested, then inserted into short biographical anecdotal stories lasting 2–3 minutes in order to
make test tapes of each speech form. Potential test takers must be screened based on the following information:
place of birth, language(s) spoken in the home, mother’s language, father’s language, number of years lived
outside of the village, and extent of travel.

The Kom RTT tape was created in Yaoundé two months prior to the survey trip. A mother-tongue Kom speaker
who had moved from Kom to Yaoundé only six months previously recorded a two and a half minute text in his
dialect. His dialect is that of Belo (Itangikom), which is the Kom reference dialect. Then twelve questions were
designed for this text, and a Kom woman recorded them. Once these questions were interspersed within the text,
Jess and Peggy Thompson took the tape to Belo in Kom to verify the quality of the text for use as a testing tool.
This is called “hometown testing.” They tested eight mother-tongue speakers of Kom on this text, and the same
tape was played for three other Kom people visiting Yaoundé. After exclusion of the two most frequently
missed questions, the average score for these eleven Kom speakers was ninety-five percent, showing this text to
be a satisfactory testing tool. The results for Bum are reported in section 3.2 of this document.

We also created a Bum practice RTT tape to acquaint test-takers with the question/answer method of testing.
This tape was about two minutes long and was structured just like the Kom test tape: ten segments of text, each
followed by an applicable content question. Because this recording was not intended for use as an actual RTT,
we did not take the time to calibrate it (removing poor quality questions) based on responses of a hometown
panel. For this reason, scores on the practice test are not to be compared with scores on the actual RTT. Any
test-taker who scored lower than seventy-five percent on the Bum practice test was not considered for the Kom
test because there might be other variables interfering with the person’s performance (e.g., nervousness, hearing
impairment, distractions, etc.).

2.2.1.2 Interpretation of RTT Results
In evaluating the significance of RTT scores, we will consider the mean (or average) and the standard
deviation. The average is found by combining all of the scores from a given testing location and dividing the
total by the number of scores. The standard deviation is the average individual variance from that group mean.

The distance between individual scores would be minimal in a case of inherent intelligibility and maximal in a
case of bilingualism. Barbara Grimes defines the threshold for standard deviation of RTT scores as fifteen
percent; a standard deviation greater than this probably indicates bilingualism (1987:50). Put another way, such
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a widespread distribution of scores is likely attributed to the variation from one individual to another in one’s
exposure and opportunity to learn the language, a phenomenon called acquired intelligibility. When one speech
variety is highly similar to another, comprehension scores are usually more consistent from one individual to
another, and the standard deviation is therefore lower, indicating inherent intelligibility.

In a discussion of the significance of intelligibility scores, Joseph Grimes (1995) asserts that a threshold of
eighty-five percent comprehension is needed before any two speech varieties can be considered varieties of a
single language; a mean score between 70–85% indicates that comprehension is marginal.

At threshold levels high enough to guarantee good communication from the central dialect to its periphery (usually
85% or above), it is reasonable to speak of the dialect cluster as a single LANGUAGE from the linguistic point of
view. Speech varieties that come together at only 70% or below are too distinct to qualify as the same language. In
between, 70% to 85%, is an area of MARGINAL intelligibility where some communication is satisfactory and
some is not. The threshold depends on the risk associated with not communicating well; the final criteria are not
purely linguistic. (J. Grimes 1995:22)

A high percentage of comprehension (above eighty-five percent )and a low standard deviation (below fifteen
percent) are indicative of potential inclusion in a single language development project if group attitudes are also
positive. When the percentage of comprehension falls within the critical range, then standard deviation and
sociological factors become important considerations for determining the potential for grouping these two
speech varieties together. To examine the sociolinguistic factors, we employ the method explained in the next
section.

2.2.2 Group and Individual Interviews
The sociolinguistic research approach employed is the “rapid appraisal” (RA) method, utilising group and
individual interview questionnaires (see Bergman 1991 and Stalder 1996). (Individual and group questionnaire
forms can be found in the appendices A–C.) This method provides a general idea of the linguistic situation of
the speech varieties being studied. Informant responses reveal the patterns of contact with other language groups
and the degree of multilingualism.

An understanding of a language’s vitality and viability is valuable for determining the potential success of a
development program. Translated books in the mother tongue would be unnecessary if sociolinguistic factors
indicate that the language is falling into disuse. The RA method produces an assessment of attitudes held by the
community (including local community leaders, religious leaders, and teachers) toward the possibility and value
of a language development project.

For the Bum survey, one rapid appraisal (RA) group interview was conducted in each of the villages visited.
The groups were made up of community leaders who have been residents in the community for most of their
lives. Teachers and church leaders were also interviewed individually.

2.2.3 Word Lists
Dr. Bitjaa Kody, the phonetician for this survey, directed the collecting of a word list in each of four villages
while the group interview was taking place. We compared these word lists with one another using the inspection
method, as described by Sanders (1989:3.2.13–3.2.14). In this method, lexical pairs of words which are either
identical or have some phonetic similarity receive one point, and pairs that are clearly not cognates receive zero
points. Points are then tallied and divided by the number of lexical pairs to arrive at the percentage of lexical
similarity.

Although lexical comparison does not indicate what other linguistic similarities might exist—such as of
grammatical structures, for example—the word list comparisons do serve as one indicator of the linguistic
relationship that exists between speech forms. In general, speech forms which share less than an eighty-one
percent apparent similarity of cognates are classified as separate languages (Swadesh quoted in Grimes
1989:4.1.7).

2.3 How the Data Was Gathered
Based on the recommendations of Dorcas Chia, the Bum-speaking member of our survey team, we chose five
villages to study: Saff, Konene, Kimbi River, Fonfuka, and Buabua. We felt these villages would be
representative of the Bum community as a whole because they are the major Bum population centers and are
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somewhat removed from each other geographically. This survey began with a visit to the Divisional Officer of
Bum Subdivision in Fonfuka to obtain his permission to carry out the research within his jurisdiction. Next, the
team tried to visit the Fon of Sawi, who was away at the time. We began our research at the palace of the Fon of
Saff and then visited the other four villages we had chosen. The team traveled by helicopter because the village
of Konene is reportedly unattainable in an ordinary four-wheel drive vehicle. The three research methods (RTT,
RA, word list) were applied in varying order, depending upon the availability of people.

3 Results

3.1 Dialect Situation

3.1.1 Variation within Bum
Most Bum people insist that their language has no dialects. However, some admit to possible dialectal differences at
Mbamlu and at Kechiakoh. Dr. Kody took word lists in four Bum villages: Saff, Konene, Kimbi River, and Buabua.
We compared these word lists with one another using the inspection method to arrive at the percentages in table 2.

Table 2. Bum Apparent Cognates (%)

Saff
96 Konene
95 98 Kimbi River
93 97 99 Buabua

3.1.2 Range of Error
The accuracy of lexical similarity percentages is affected by a variety of factors, such as: (1) how well the items
on a particular word list represent a cross-section of the basic vocabulary, (2) differing word choice (synonyms)
between individual speakers of the language, (3) variation in the way different linguists compare the same set of
data, and (4) basic errors in phonetic transcription, comparing, counting, and calculating. Gary Simons (1989)
outlines a method for determining the statistical range of error for lexical similarity which we will apply to these
data. He explains the implications of range of error as follows:

Since a lexicostatistic percentage is at best the estimate of a range, the question of significant difference
becomes important. The fact that two cognate percentages are different numbers does not necessarily
mean that they represent different degrees of relationship. Because each cognate percentage indicates a
range rather than a specific value, the ranges of two different cognate percentages may overlap. If the
amount of overlap is great enough, we cannot say with confidence that the two different percentages
represent different degrees of relationship. (1989:3.3.1)

Using Simons’ tables of significance (1989:3.3.19–32) at a confidence level of .10 (for an “Average survey
situation, good bilingual informants”), we can establish a range of error for each figure from table 2. A
confidence level of .10 means that there is a ten percent chance that the actual figure falls outside of the given
range of error; thus there is a ninety percent chance that the actual figure lies within the range.

Table 3. Range of Error for Bum Apparent Cognates (%)

Saff
93–99 Konene
92–98 96–100 Kimbi River
89–97 95–99 99–100 Buabua
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3.1.3 Lexical Comparison with Kom

Table 4. Apparent Cognates with Kom (%)

Saff Konene Kimbi River Buabua
70 72 72 70

Previously, Dr. Emmanuel Chia reported a seventy-three percent shared cognicity between Bum and Kom. (See
Chia, n.d.) Our results concur. Comparing 109 words from the Bum word lists we collected with the Kom word
list (Itangikom dialect) collected by Shultz (1993:appendix) yields an average figure of seventy-one percent
apparent cognates (range of error: 63–79%) by the inspection method of comparison. This percentage falls
within the range where dialect intelligibility testing (RTT) becomes necessary in order to clarify the linguistic
relationship between speech forms; Grimes says that some investigators recommend RTT testing for groups
sharing greater than sixty percent apparent cognates (1989:4.1.9).

3.2 Multilingualism

3.2.1 Languages Linguistically Close
Bum people frequently intermarry with Kom people and report that the two languages are somewhat inherently
intelligible, although it is easier for the Bum people to understand Kom than vice versa. Some say that even a
Bum child of 6 years can understand Kom; others say that a child must be 12, 15, or 18 years old to understand.
After Kom, other languages that people understand to some degree are Mmen and Oku.

3.2.1.1 Self-Reported Intercomprehension
Bum adults from every village surveyed say that they can meet people from Kom and converse easily with each
using his/her own mother tongue. Every village except Buabua reported using a slower rate of speech in such
encounters. People from Konene and Kimbi River say they also understand Mmen and Oku well. Buabua
interviewees said they understand some Oku. The Fon of Saff says that about one quarter of Bum people
understand or speak Oku, and that one half can understand Kom. The Nkanchi people from Kichako village will
sometimes use their own mother tongue (Ncane) to speak to Bum people from Saff village, indicating that some
Bum people understand Ncane. Normally, however, the Nkanchi people speak Bum to Bum people.

Reportedly, Bum children do not understand Kom, Mmen, or Oku until they are in regular contact with
members of those groups; this implies low or marginal inherent intelligibility. The exception might be Kom,
which young children at Buabua and Konene are said to understand. But even though people at Buabua reported
that a 6 year-old Bum child can understand Kom, they also admitted that if a 6 year-old Bum child meets a 6
year-old Kom child, the two speak Pidgin to each other rather than their respective mother tongues. And at
Konene, Bum children have greater exposure to the Kom language because Konene is a mixed community with
numerous Kom speakers. Following is a table listing the reported ages (by village) at which a Bum speaker can
understand speakers of the other languages:

Table 5. Age at Which the Bum Report Comprehending Related Speech Forms

Kom Mmen Oku
Buabua 6 6+ —
Konene 6 12 12–15

Saff 12 — —
Kimbi River must visit Kom 15–20 18+

Fonfuka 18 — (use pidgin)

3.4.1.2 RTT Results: Measuring Inherent Intelligibility with Kom
We tested at least ten individual mother-tongue speakers in each village. For each person, we first played a two-
minute Bum practice text to acquaint the person with the test-taking procedure, and then we played the Kom
text. Next we played the Kom test tape, in which the text had been segmented into ten sections. Each section
was followed by a comprehension question in the Bum language asking about the phrase that was just heard. We
paused the recording after each segment of the text and asked test-takers to respond to the question.
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RTT Results by Village
At each testing site, we sought an equal number of males and females for testing, also an equal number of young
people (up to 20 years old) and adults (21 years and older). This ideal was not attained in every case, such as at
Buabua where eleven of the twelve people tested were adults. Also, it is best to have at least ten test-takers per
testing site in order to assure a representative sampling; Fonfuka and Saff fell short of this number when several
subjects were later disqualified for having lived in Kom. For the Bum population as a whole, however, there is a
sufficiently even distribution of test-takers (see table 6). The overall mean score is eighty-one percent, with a
standard deviation of twenty-three percent. Because the standard deviation is above fifteen percent, these scores
are evidence of acquired intelligibility. Table 6 lists the average scores for each village.

Table 6. Summary of Mean RTT Scores by Location

Village: SAFF KIMBI RIVER FONFUKA BUABUA
Testing
sample: 3 youth / 4 adult

4 male / 3 female
4 youth / 6 adult
5 male / 5 female

5 youth / 2 adult
4 male / 3 female

1 youth / 11 adult
6 male / 6 female

Mean
score (%): 86 77 54 90

Standard
deviation (%): 12 25 31 11

Buabua’s high average score of ninety percent is most certainly elevated by the fact that eleven of the twelve test-
takers were adults. Based on the pattern of scores obtained by young people in the other locations, we can predict
that Buabua’s young people would probably not have scored as highly as adults at this same location (see table 7).

Konene residents were tested as well, but we were obliged to remove their scores from consideration when we
learned that Konene is thoroughly integrated with Kom speakers. Probably all Bum people living in Konene
hear Kom spoken on a regular basis. Although known as a Bum village, Konene is a mixed community in which
Bum speakers actually make up the smallest part of the population. Konene is comprised of 19% Bum, 33%
Kom, and 48% Hausa people (Shultz 1993:11).

RTT Results by Social Category
Bum adults scored very high on the Kom text. A few Bum children did as well as the adults, but those who had no
exposure to the Kom language had difficulty understanding the text. For example, at Fonfuka there were four
young people (ages 15, 16, 17, and 20) who scored low on the Kom test (scores in % correct: 20, 45, 40, and one
refusal to complete the test because of no comprehension whatsoever). One 10 year-old child at Kimbi River who
had scored one hundred percent on his Bum practice test scored only ten percent on Kom. See table 7 for a
breakdown of all scores by age and gender. Note: Means and standard deviations are given in percentages (%).

Table 7. Mean RTT Scores by Age and Gender

Youth: up to age 20 Adult: age 21 and over Age groups combined

Female
Sample size: 7
Mean: 71
*s.d. (internal): 25
**s.d. (overall): 27

Sample size: 11
Mean: 89
s.d. (internal): 10
s.d. (overall): 13

Sample size: 18
Mean: 82
s.d. (internal): 19
s.d. (overall): 19

Male
Sample size: 5
Mean: 48
s.d. (internal): 26
s.d. (overall): 45

Sample size: 12
Mean: 93
s.d. (internal): 10
s.d. (overall): 16

Sample size: 17
Mean: 80
s.d. (internal): 26
s.d. (overall): 26
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Both
genders
combined

Sample size: 12
Mean: 62
s.d. (internal): 26
s.d. (overall): 34

Sample size: 23
Mean: 91
s.d. (internal): 9
s.d. (overall): 14

WHOLE POPULATION
Sample size: 35
Mean: 81
s.d: 23

* Internal s.d. in this table refers to the standard deviation of each score in this age/gender category from the mean score of that
same category. This shows to what degree individuals within the age/gender category vary from one another on their
comprehension of Kom.
** Overall s.d. in this table refers to the standard deviation of each score in this age/gender category from the mean score of the
total population. This reveals the degree to which comprehension of Kom varies from one age/gender category to another.

It must be noted that adults over age 20 had significantly higher scores than young people: 91% vs. 62%. This
proves that comprehension of Kom is acquired, not inherent.

The fact that adults consistently scored high on the Kom text proves that comprehension of Kom is widespread;
it appears that nearly all Bum adults do understand Kom to some degree. Males and females had comparable
mean scores, showing that both genders have almost equal exposure to the Kom language.

Bum people who have lived or studied in a Kom-speaking area such as Belo or Fundong have an average score
of eighty-six percent, which is five percent higher than the mean score of all test-takers. This group includes
seven male individuals from four different locations; their scores are excluded from the general average because
of their increased contact with Kom.

RTT Results Summary
This research has shown that the Bum people’s comprehension of the Kom language is due to acquired rather
than inherent intelligibility. Almost all Bum adults understood the Kom text, with women and men
demonstrating almost equal comprehension. RTT testing, however, indicates only comprehension; it reveals
nothing about a person’s fluency in the language.

Answering the fluency question would require bilingualism testing. First, a Sentence Repetition Test (SRT) as
described by Joseph Grimes (1995:46–59) or Carla Radloff (1991) could be constructed and administered to
screen for bilingualism. Grimes (1995:46) says that SRT is a “quick test to find which people in bilingual
communities are more bilingual and which are less bilingual. If most of them are on the more bilingual end of
the scale, then a more fine grained evaluation of their ability such as SLOPE [Second Language Oral
Proficiency Evaluation] is called for.” See Grimes (1995:34–45) for an explanation of SLOPE.

3.2.2 Languages of Wider Communication
Pidgin English is the primary language of wider communication (LWC) for the Bum people. They use it with people
from any language group who do not understand Bum. The sole exception to this rule is that Fulani is sometimes
spoken to Fulani people, especially at Konene, Kimbi, and Saff. Pidgin’s status as the preferred vehicular language of
the region appears firmly established. Young people are the best Pidgin speakers. Standard English is the language of
education and government and is considered useful for gaining employment outside of the Bum area.

3.3 Language Vitality and Viability
Bum is a viable and vital language, widely spoken by Bum people of all ages and by outsiders who settle among
them. It is used in many domains, domestic, public, and religious. Bum is widely used in churches, although
Pidgin is also used. Children continue to learn Bum as their first language.

Pidgin use is strong, second only to the mother tongue. Only two villages said that they do not speak Pidgin
every day, although they do at least hear it every day. Buabua seems to be undergoing some language shift. Of
all the Bum villages, Buabua residents rely most heavily on Pidgin for day-to-day interaction. Children there
reply to adults in Pidgin. People in Kimbi River, Konene, and Saff claim to speak Fulani, and those at Fonfuka
say they understand Fulani a bit.

Immigrants to Bum come from the following groups: Fulani, Kom, Koskin, Mmen, Nso, Wimbum, Hausa, and
Nkor (Noni). They come for various reasons, such as jobs, trading, farming, grazing, marriage, or just to build and
live in Bum. The Fon of Saff says that the whole Bum Subdivision is made up of many peoples. Bum people say
these foreigners come because there is peace in Bum. Many of these outsiders do learn to speak Bum.
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Education does cause some migration out of Bum, but reportedly not a great deal. Many educated young people
return to Bum after having searched unsuccessfully for employment elsewhere.

Signs of language shift are strongest in the community of Buabua, where young children (age 6) already speak
Pidgin. People there say, “You cannot speak Bum fast without stealing words from Pidgin.” Young people there
and in Konene speak Pidgin more than they speak their mother tongue.

3.3.1 Languages Used at Home, with Friends, and at Work
Bum people report speaking only their mother tongue in their homes, with their friends, and in their fields. In one
village, Buabua, the people indicated that they sometimes speak Pidgin in the home and with friends, but not in the
fields. Based on this reported information, it appears that language maintenance in most parts of Bum is very strong.

3.3.2 Languages Used in Public
In the local and regional markets, both Bum and Pidgin are used for trade. Pidgin is spoken with outsiders who do not
understand Bum. Konene residents also use Mbororo with Mbororo people they encounter in their local market.
Pidgin is the only language spoken at the health center because the medical personnel are not Bum speakers.

Fonfuka and Saff residents use only Bum for their public announcements and local council meetings; they do
not use Pidgin. The other three villages use both Bum and Pidgin for public announcements. Kimbi is
exceptional because only Pidgin is used there for local council meetings; this may be due to the fact that Kimbi
has many Faat residents for whom Bum is a second language. Traditional religious ceremonies in all five Bum
communities are conducted strictly in the Bum language.

3.3.3 Languages Used at School
About half of Bum children attend school. There is a secondary school in the Bum area in Fonfuka, but many
also travel outside of Bum, usually to Fundong, Wum, or Nkambe, to continue their education. Even though
English is taught in schools, few people seem to have mastered it. We had great difficulty communicating in
English with some of the secondary school students whom we encountered.

Classroom instruction is given in English, although two teachers mentioned using the mother tongue with classes one
and two. When a child does not understand, teachers who are Bum will explain in the mother tongue. Children usually
speak Bum among themselves on the school grounds outside of class time, and sometimes Pidgin also.

3.3.4 Languages Used at Church
Christianity reportedly has the largest religious following among Bum people, and the following table is an
example of which languages different denominations use during their services in one village, Fonfuka. The Bum
language is commonly used for all aspects of the worship service, often in conjunction with either Pidgin or
English. There is only one Bum church in this survey not using Bum for the spoken parts of the service.

Table 8. Church Language Use in Fonfuka

Prayers Sermons Scripture Reading Songs
Baptist Bum, P P  Bum* E Bum, E, P
Catholic P, Latin P E, P Bum, P
CMFI (Christian
Missionary
Fellowship)

Bum, P Bum, P E Bum, E, P

*An arrow means “…is interpreted in…”. E = English P = Pidgin

3.4 Language Attitudes and Development

3.4.1 Attitudes toward the Mother Tongue
The Bum people’s attitudes toward their mother tongue are very positive. They have a strong desire for mother-tongue
literacy and translation. The people’s first choice for a written standard is the Bum language. The Fon of Saff says that
translation into Bum is “not only necessary, but very necessary” in order for the Scriptures to be well understood by Bum
people. Regarding places where Bum is spoken the best, Sawi and Fonfuka received the most recommendations.
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3.4.2 Attitudes toward Other Languages
The Bum people are interested in having their children learn to read and write Kom. Every group we
interviewed welcomed the idea of Kom literacy without hesitation. However, they were not favorable to the idea
of accepting Kom as a written standard in place of Bum.

Attitudes toward Pidgin are mixed. For example, in Buabua the elders said that they will “skin” a child who
speaks Pidgin to them. But a young man in the same village said that he would be happy to hear his children
speaking Pidgin because Pidgin will facilitate their acquisition of the English language.

3.4.3 Standardization Efforts
The Bum people are unified in their choice of languages to read and write. Their choices, in order of preference,
are: (1) Bum, (2) English, (3) French, and (4) Kom. (The people of Kimbi River did not include Kom in their
list.) George Shultz, SIL Linguist/Translator in the Kom language development project, states that the Bum
people “would probably not be interested in using Kom literature; they are striving for the development of their
own language” (personal correspondence, 1999). The Bum people do not want to become literate in Fulani or
Hausa; they say that doing so might obligate one to change religion.

To date, the sole fruit of language development efforts is a Bum calendar, published by the former Bum
Development Union. People say this effort fizzled out due to bad roads and lack of training. Four Bum men
attended the SIL Discover Your Language program in 1996; it was one of these people who created the Bum
calendar. The one denomination is making an attempt at writing some prayers, songs, and liturgy in Bum.
People expressed great eagerness to contribute to a language development program. What would they offer to
such a project? Their response: food, accommodation, and themselves. Many pastors and teachers we
interviewed indicated that they would like to be personally involved in a translation and literacy effort either as
translators or as literacy teachers, provided that they be given the necessary training.

The ALCAM (1983:311) mentions a work entitled “Esquisse linguistique du bum,” an 89-page Masters’ thesis
written in 1981 by D. Noumbi at the University of Yaoundé.

4 Summary and Conclusions
Bum speakers claim there are no dialects of their language. Comparison of word lists from Saff, Konene, Kimbi
River, and Buabua shows that this is probably true. One could collect word lists of Sawi and Fonfuka to cancel
any doubt about the uniformity of the Bum language.

This research has shown that the Bum people’s comprehension of the Kom language is due to acquired rather than
inherent intelligibility. Almost all Bum adults comprehend Kom, but young people generally do not. Word list
comparison reveals that lexical similarity between Bum and Kom falls within the marginal range (seventy-one
percent), signifying that Bum might need its own language development and translation program. Language use
patterns affirm that the Bum language is well maintained through vigorous daily use by mother-tongue speakers of
all ages. Bum speakers reportedly speak or understand Pidgin, Kom, and Fulani. Bum interviewees were favorable
toward learning to read and write the Kom language but not in place of reading and writing Bum.

5 Recommendations
• Revise Bum’s language development/translation status from “probable need” to “definite need.”
• Undertake a linguistic comparison of Bum and Kom to evaluate the possibility of using related language

adaptation (either manual or computer assisted) whereby Bum could benefit from work already completed
in Kom.

• Modification to Ethnologue: remove “Northern part of Fundong Subdivision, mainly in the villages of Su-
Bum and Laa-Bum, Menchum Division,” and replace with “Population around 15,000. Bum Subdivision
(Subdivisional headquarters: Fonfuka), Boyo Division, North West Province.”

• Modification to ALCAM: change from “Le bum est la langue de la partie nord de l’arr. de Fundong (dép. de
la Menchum) avec notamment les villages de Su-Bum et Laa-Bum” to read “Population:
approximativement 15,000. Le bum est la langue de l’arr. de Bum (dép. du Boyo) avec le village de
Fonfuka comme siège.”
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Appendix A: Rapid Appraisal Interview

Group Questionnaire

Interviewer(s): _____________________________________________  Date: __________
Note-taker: ________________________________________________ Time: _________
Researchers present:__________________________________________________________

No. of people interviewed:__________ Male: _________ Female: ________
Village: __________________________ Subdivision: ____________________________
Reported Population (give source): ______________________________________________

Interior: _____________ Exterior: _____________

DIALECTOLOGY
- Name of the people: - Name of the speech variety:

- Origins/History of the people:

- Villages (speaking your language) (list with aid of map):

Where (in what villages/quarters ) do people speak …
exactly the same
slightly differently
different/understand
no understanding
Are there dialects of your language? Y / N List these:

Homogeneity of the linguistic community—social cohesion (Watters)
- Are there certain villages cut off from the others during the rainy season, preventing people from going to the market or
participating in celebrations? Y / N Which ones?

INTERCOMPREHENSION AND MULTILINGUALISM

Name some other/different languages spoken in this region.
village 1 2 3 4
language

village 5 6 7 8
language

You have contact with speakers of which languages?
Speech Variety:
or village names

Speak
with?

You
speak

They
speak

slowly/
normally

Understand at 6
If no, what age?

People
one?

Origins
same?

Y / N s     n Y / N
Y / N s     n Y / N
Y / N s     n Y / N
Y / N s     n Y / N
Y / N s     n Y / N
Y / N s     n Y / N
Y / N s     n Y / N
Y / N s     n Y / N
Y / N s     n Y / N

Which of these languages do you understand most easily?
2nd best: 3rd best:
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Do you speak Pidgin everyday in your village? Y / N
Who speaks Pidgin the best…?  | Youth | Adult men | Adult women |
Do you speak English everyday in your village? Y / N
Who speaks it the best? | Youth | Adult men | Adult women |

VITALITY AND VIABILITY
Migration and Intermarriage
With whom do you most often intermarry? 
Other than the MT, is there a favored group?
Are there any restrictions? Y / N

Youth
How many children attend…
- Primary school? | Most | More than ½ | ½ | Less than ½ | Very few |

- How many schools are there? Located where?

- Secondary school? | Most | More than ½ | ½| Less than ½ | Very few |
- How many schools are there? Located where?

-Are there children from other locations who attend school here? Y / N
-Are they many? Y / N
- Do young people return to the village or prefer to live in town after finishing school? Y / N

Why?

Presence of leadership between 35 and 50 years old at the local level (Watters)
- Where do most of the leaders of the village live?    | In the community | Elsewhere |
- Approximately how old are they?

Youngest: Oldest:
- When these leaders are gone, will there be others to take their place? Y / N

Foreigners
- Do foreigners come to live here? Y / N Are they many? Y / N

From where?

Why?
- If they stay in your village, what language do you speak with them?

Language Use
Which languages are used…
Domestic MT Pidgin English
in the home
with age-mates / friends
in the field / on the farm
Community MT Pidgin English
at local market
at larger area market
at the clinic/health center
Public MT Pidgin English
announcements
local council meetings
regional council meetings
traditional religion ceremony
School MT Pidgin English
classroom
instruction
explanation
recess/on school grounds

- How many people participate in or follow the traditional religion?

- What other religions exist in your community that people follow?

- Of these groups which group(s) is the largest?
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In the church, what language is used for…
Names of
Churches:
prayers MT / E / P MT / E / P MT / E / P MT / E / P MT / E / P

sermons MT / E / P MT / E / P MT / E / P MT / E / P MT / E / P

Scripture reading MT / E / P MT / E / P MT / E / P MT / E / P MT / E / P

songs MT / E / P MT / E / P MT / E / P MT / E / P MT / E / P

(MT=Mother Tongue, E=Standard English, P=Pidgin)
“Language Shift” Indicators
- Do the youth here speak another language more than the MT? Y / N Which one(s)?

- How do the youth feel about their MT?
- Do the youth mix the MT with Pidgin or English? Y / N Is this Good or Bad? Y / N
- If your child speaks Pidgin to you, how does it make you feel?

Standardization Efforts
- Have there ever been attempts to develop your language?

If so, what happened?
If not, why not?

- What has been written in your language? (songs, prayers, Bible portions, other books?)

- Are the books used?
- Is there a language/translation committee or literacy program for your MT? Y / N

Why haven't more efforts been made? Who took the initiative? What happened?

Positive attitude towards change (Watters)
- Is there an organized committee for community development here? Y / N

What are their current activities/projects?

LANGUAGE ATTITUDES
- If someone wanted to learn your language and have the respect of all people, in what village or quarter should they live?
- Where is your language spoken the best?
- What dialect of your language (after your own) would you choose to read and write?

In which languages would you like to learn to read and write?
List several languages (of all) you would choose to read and write in order of preference.
1st Why?
2nd

3rd

4th

5th

- For some languages, you know how to speak them and that is enough; you think you don’t need to read and write them.
Which ones? Why?

- How much would you be willing to invest in a literacy and translation endeavor? …a bucket of vegetables?…a basket of
fruit?…a sack of corn?…some money or time? per month? per year?

- How much do you think others would be willing to invest?
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Appendix B: Religious Leader Questionnaire

Interviewer: ___________________________________     Date: ______________________
Church Name/Denom.: __________________________ Village: ____________________
Pastor’s name: _________________________________ Language Group: ____________

General Information
-What is your Mother Tongue? Do you speak the local language?  No | Some | Well
-Which religion do most villagers follow/believe: Traditional | Christian | Muslim | Other
-What other Christian denominations are there?

-Which is the largest?
-What year was each church established in this village?

-What is the average weekly attendance at each church?

Language Use in the Church
-How many members have their own Bible?  Few | Half | Most | Version?
-During church services which languages are used for:

Language
used

interpreted
to MT?

How?-simultaneously/
in advance/end resumé

Why?

songs
Bible reading
announcements
sermon
youth Groups
Bible Studies

-Are there people who don't understand the languages used in church? Y / N Who?
-Is another language used for the sake of foreigners? Y / N Which?
-What religious materials exist in the MT?

Language Attitudes:
-What do you think about the use of Pidgin (or other LWC) in church?

-Do leaders of this church encourage MT use …for the services? Y / N
…for other meetings?   Y / N Which meetings?

-Have church members expressed an interest in     …reading and writing the MT? Y / N
…having religious materials in the MT? Y / N

-Is a Bible translation into the MT absolutely necessary, or can you do without it?
Why?

-Would you work together with other denominations on a Bible translation project? Y / N

-What contribution do you feel that you personally could make to a translation project?
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Appendix C: Teacher/School Official Questionnaire

Interviewer: ____________________________________ Date: ______________________
School Name: __________________________________ Village: ____________________
Instructor's name: _______________________________ Language Group: ____________

What is your MT?
How long have you been living in this village?
Do you speak the local language?

School Information
Up to which level are courses offered in this school?           How many students in each class?
Primary school No. of students Secondary school No. of students
Class 1 Form 1
Class 2 Form 2
Class 3 Form 3
Class 4 Form 4
Class 5 Form 5
Class 6 Upper 6
Class 7 Lower 6
Total number:

- How many of the students speak the MT? Most | More than ½ | Half | Less than ½ | Few
- What are the largest language groups represented in this school?
(1) (2) (3) (4)
- Do you have the impression that most of the MT students come to school? Y / N
- From how many kilometers away do the MT students come to school?
- Do many students continue their education after finishing school here? Y / N
- Where must they go to continue their education?

Language Use
- Which language(s) do you and the students use in class?
- Which language do the students use when they don't understand something?
- Do you sometimes use their mother tongue to explain things? Y / N
- Which language(s) do you use during recess to speak with the children?
- During recess do children from here speak to each other in their MT? Y / N
- During recess what language do the children from here speak to the children from outside?

Language Attitudes
- Do you think it is helpful for children learn to read and write in their own language? Y / N
- Would you like to see the MT introduced as a language of instruction in the school? Y / N
- Would you be willing to assist in a program teaching the MT? Y / N
- After English, what language would you choose as a language of class instruction for the school in this

village?
- What contribution could you make in the development of the MT for classroom use?
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Appendix D: Bum Practice Text

Recorded in Yaoundé, January 14, 2001.
Storyteller: George Balah (age 20–30 yrs.) He moved from Kimbi River (Bum) to Yaoundé only one year ago.
Length of text: 1 minute 55 seconds

TRANSCRIPTION:
I want to tell you this, your story, in a way that you can also hear. Everybody knows this story, but it’s good to
tell people again. I want to tell you how it happened at Su-Bum. The day was the 21st of August.

QUESTION 1: When did this story take place?
ANSWER: August 21

This particular day we heard something explode.
QUESTION 2: What did the people hear?
ANSWER: An explosion

Then people were breathing in a difficult way.
QUESTION 3: How were people breathing?
ANSWER: In a difficult way, with difficulty

They could even smell something, smelling as they were breathing. It was like if you were becoming mad, and
people were running away.

QUESTION 4: What did people do?
ANSWER: Ran, breathed with difficulty, went mad

This thing was smelling, like that, very bad, as if the odor was coming out of your heart. When we think of
saying that God is only in Heaven, he who helps you on earth is your god also because if not for this man who
helped us, we would not have come out of the disaster.

QUESTION 5: Who helped them?
ANSWER: A man, a visitor

My father was not there, he had gone somewhere.
QUESTION 6: Why was his father not at home?
ANSWER: He went somewhere.

If not for this man who helped us (the help was only oil, red oil, which he gave to everybody in the house), we
would not have survived. It’s very simple red oil, but that’s what helped us to survive. That red oil is really
strong medicine. If anything happens to you, first take that oil before taking any drug.

QUESTION 7: What did the man give them to help them?
ANSWER: Oil, red oil

This oil, he was taking it from a big spoon and giving everybody to drink. And if you could not drink, you could
die.

QUESTION 8: What happens if you do not drink the oil?
ANSWER: You die.

People really died because they could not get the help of the oil, even me talking here, I really drank the oil.
Before having some energy to move, I left to call my grandmother and tell her what was happening. I fell on the
way, and the man I referred to as my god met me again with that oil and gave me some. I licked it.

QUESTION 9: Where was he going when he fell?
ANSWER: To his grandmother’s house, to find his grandmother

 It happened like that. We left the village with the help of some vehicles which came from Nkambe and took us
to a hospital. If there were time, I would have told you the story longer.

QUESTION 10: Where did the vehicles take them?
ANSWER: To the hospital, to Nkambe.
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Appendix E: Kom RTT Text

Recorded in Yaoundé on December 13, 2000.
Storyteller: Clement Chia (age 43), a mother-tongue speaker of Kom (Itangikom) born in Belo (Kom). He had

been in Yaoundé for only six months at the time of this recording. He has spent most of his life in the
Kom area, leaving only to attend primary school in the South West Province.

Length of text: 2 minutes 30 seconds

TRANSCRIPTION:
I left and went to my village. Before leaving, I gave my key to my next door neighbor because there was food in
the house which I did not want to go bad.

QUESTION 1: Why did the man give his key to the next door neighbor?
ANSWER: Because there was food in the house that would go bad.

So the neighbor could eat his food.
Because he went to his village.

When I came back, he had packed up, complaining that there is a snake in the house. He was in the house and
people shouted from the back that a snake was entering his room.

QUESTION 2: What was in the house?
ANSWER: A snake

Food (½ point)

And so he went out and saw a snake sending out its head from a hole.
QUESTION 3: How did he know a snake was in the house?
ANSWER: He saw it.

The people told him.
He heard people shouting.
The snake stuck out its head.

Somebody came rushing and asking for the snake. It never came out but instead went back into the hole. It was
smoked, but he never came out.

QUESTION 4: Where did the snake go?
ANSWER: Into a hole

He packed his things and looked for a house elsewhere.
QUESTION 5: What did the man do?
ANSWER: He packed his things.

He looked for a house elsewhere.
He moved out.

Later, I told him to come back to the house because there is no snake, but he could not.
QUESTION 6: What did the storyteller say to him?
ANSWER: He told him to come back.

He said that there is no snake.

A reptile was later killed from that hole (an iguana).
QUESTION 7: What was later killed?
ANSWER: An iguana, a reptile, a lizard

And so they called him to come and look at the “snake” he had been escaping from. He said “no,” he escaped
from a snake and “not this that you are showing me.” So for this reason he cannot enter the house.

QUESTION 8: What did the man say when he saw the iguana that was killed?
ANSWER: He said “no.”

He said he had escaped from a snake.
He did not run/escape from this iguana/lizard.

But a girl has recently taken up the room and is presently living in the room.
QUESTION 9: Who lives in the room now?
ANSWER: A girl
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And I am also living in the next room to it. At first I was afraid, but I am no longer frightened. I asked him what
he says now since a girl has taken up the room with a snake in it. He said he has nothing to say, but he does not
like to live in a house knowing that there is a snake in the house, and it’s a horrible thing for him to live in a
house in the presence of a snake. He could not enter that house at all.
This girl lives in this room because she doesn’t know anything about the issue. Because nobody has told her, for
this reason she is living in peace.

QUESTION 10: Why does the girl live in peace?
ANSWER: She knows nothing about the snake.

No one told her about the snake.
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Appendix F: Bum RTT Scores
Where there is nothing written in the “Comments” column, this indicates that the subject was born in that
particular village, speaks Bum in the home, and has not lived outside of Bum for any extended period of time.

Village: SAFF
Subject No. Sex Age BUM KOM Comments
S-1 F 9 75 % 90 %
Not counted F 10 60 45 This child seemed very nervous, shy. Scored below 75% on

practice test.
S-3 F 13 100 95
S-4 F 22 85 85 Douala (1yr 8 mos), Lobe (2 yrs), Mpenja (2yrs)
S-5 F 25 75 100
S-6 F 40+ 95 65
S-7 M 15 70 75
S-8 M 60 85 95 Tiko in the SW (2yrs)
Not counted M 28 80 80 GHS Fundong (1 yr)
Not counted M 30 80 85 Fundong (4 yrs)
Mean: 86 (s.d:12)

Village: KONENE (This community has a high percentage of Kom residents.)
Subject No. Sex Age BUM KOM Comments
K-1 F 10 95 % 95 %
K-2 F 11 85 95
K-3 F 11 100 90
K-4 F 21 90 100
K-5 F 21 100 100
K-6 F 35 95 100 Speaks Bum, English, and Oku in the home.
K-7 M 17 90 100
K-8 M 25 95 100
K-9 M 60 100 100
K-10 M 65 95 100 Limbe (12 yrs), Wum (10 yrs), Bambili (2 yrs), Ndu (5 yrs)
Not counted M 21 85 90 Fundong (5 yrs), Tiko (2 yrs), Dschang (1yr)
Mean: 98 (s.d.: 3)

Village: KIMBI RIVER
Subject No. Sex Age BUM KOM Comments
R-1 F 17 100 75 Bafang (5 mos)
R-2 F 19 90 65 Douala (2 yrs)
R-3 F 26 90 80
R-4 F 46 100 90
R-5 F 46 100 95
R-6 M 15 100 10 Dumbu Ranch (2yrs)
R-7 M 20 85 70
R-8 M 29 100 95
R-9 M 40 100 95 Nigeria (15 yrs)
R-10 M 60 80 90
Not counted M 60 90 60 Probably has difficulty hearing.
Mean: 77 (s.d.: 25)
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Village: FONFUKA
Subject No. Sex Age BUM KOM Comments
F-1 F 15 95 % 20 %
F-2 F 17 80 85 She says she knows Kom people.
F-3 M 17 100 45 Mutengene (2 yrs)
F-4 M 20 95 40
F-5 M 40 100 95 Douala (1 yr)
F-6 M 60 90 95
F-7 F 16 100 (0) Refused to finish the test because she insisted that she

understood nothing of the story. She recognized the
language as Kom and said that she has not talked to those
people, so she cannot understand them. She could not even
guess the subject of the story.

Not counted F 16 80 95 Fundong (4 yrs), Wum (1 yr)
Not counted M 19 100 100 Fundong (1 yr)
Not counted M 60 75 85 Belo (1 yr), Binka (2 yrs), Ndu (1 yr), Oku (2 yrs)
Not counted M 71 80 70 Fundong (30 yrs)
Mean: 54 (s.d.: 31)

Village: BUABUA
Subject No. Sex Age BUM KOM Comments
B-1 F 20 90 % 70 %
B-2 F 23 95 90 Kumba (1 yr)
B-3 F 24 95 90
B-4 F 24 85 95
B-5 F 45 85 95 The MT is Faat, but she has lived in Bum for 35 yrs.
B-6 F 50 95 95
B-7 M 27 100 100
B-8 M 28 100 95 Wum (5 yrs), Douala (3 yrs), visits Yaoundé.
B-9 M 31 100 90
B-10 M 45 100 100
B-11 M 50 100 65
B-12 M 60 100 100
Mean: 90 (s.d.: 11)
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Appendix G:120-item Word List

English Saff Konene Kimbi River Buabua
1. mouth idu / tdu idu / adu du / adu idu / atdu
2. eye is / as is / as s / as is /  as
3. head to / ato / uto ato / to t / utu ato / uuto
4. hair (on head) u /suu u / asuu u / su au / asu
5. tooth is / as is / as is / as is / attu
6. tongue utu / ttu utu / attu utu / attu utu / attu
7. nose talwi / 

tsulwisu
talwi / 
tslwisu

talwi /  
tslwisu

atalwi / 
astslwisu

8. ear tolo / otolo tolo / utolo tolo / utoto tolo / utolo
9a. neck
(front and back)

m / tm isk / tsk m / tm awm / atm

9b. back of neck baamto baamito baamito baamto / 
baamttooto

9c. throat nda anda nda / unda anda / unda
10. breast in / an in / an ini / na ihn / ahn
11. arm/hand okpn / akpn okpn / atkpn kpn / akn ukpn / akn
12a. claw naw /

nsuwsu
nawu /
nswsu

nawuo /
asn

nawu /
nsuwsu

12b. nail
(of hand)

naw /
nsuwsu

nawu /
nswsu

nawuo /
asn

nawu /
nsuwsu

13a. leg ofwn / ifwn ofwn / ifwn fwnu / ifwn ufwn / atfwn
13b. foot awuu awuu awuu / uwuu avuu / uvuu
14. buttock abahasaha abonisaha bahatuna  abahsaha / asah
15. belly ula / tla ula / mla ula / mla ula / laamu
16. navel it / att it / tt t / at it / att
17. intestines/ insides tnflaaf indan / tindan ndani / tndan indan / atndan
18. blood mlo mlo mlo mlo
19. urine mdulo mndulo ndolu ndolo
20. bone wuf / uwuf awuf / uwuf awuf / uwuf awuf / uwuf
21. skin avwuun /

wuusuwunsu
indawun /

ndaasuwunsu
uh / asuh avu / asvu

22. wing ia / ta ia / ta a / ta ia / ata
23. feather iut / tiut iut / tiut iut / tut iut / atut
24. horn as / ass as / ss s / ss nd / as
25. tail okpn / atkpn okpn / atkpn kpnu / tkpn ukpn / atkpn
26. human being awut / at awut / at wut / at wut / ta / at
27. man (male) wut lma / alma wut lma / alma wutlma / alma awutlma / talma
28. woman wut yn / ayn wut yn / ayn wut yn / ayn wutyn / ayn
29. husband alm / almaona lm / lmaa lm / lmaa aløm  
30. child awan / mwla wan / wla wan / mla wan / mla
31. name ijt / ajt ijt / ajt ijt / ajt ijt / ajt
32. sky aj ij ij ai
33. night ntuu ntuu ntuku ntuu
34. moon ndw nd nd and
35. sun jwitwi utwi jutwi jutwi
36. wind afof afuf fuf afuf
37. cloud sumba asmba mba / smba abavuula
38. dew tma tmwka tmw atmwka
39. rain ivu ivu ivu ivuu
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English Saff Konene Kimbi River Buabua
40. ground ti ati ti ati
41. sand sii / sisii ssii sisii asisii
42. path uløm / atløm olum / atlum uløm / tløm uløm / atløm
43. water mm mm mm mm
44. stream (river) adu / sdu adu / asdu du / sdu adu / asdu
45. house nda / snda anda / asnda nda / snda nda / asnda
46. fire uwus uwus uwus uwus
47. firewood fka / mka fka / mka fika / mka afka / amka
48. smoke fili fli fli / ali afli
49. ash ubu ubu bu ubu
50. knife fiwii / amwii fwii / mwii fwii / amwii afwii / amwii
51. rope kol / asokol kol / kolsu / asokol kol / askol akol / askol
52. spear iw / aw iw / aw wi / aw iw / aw
53. war (fight) in iw / atw iw iw
54a. animal aam / asam aam / asam am / asam aam / asam
54b. meat ndia / asndia ndia ndia andia
55. dog bo / asbo bo / asbo bo / asbo / bosu bo / asbo / bosu
56. elephant amadia amadi ama di amadi
57. goat bu / asbu buh / asbuh buh / asbuh abu / asbu / busu
58. bird fim / amim fim / amim fim / imu / mim afim / mim
59. tortoise kukua /

askukua
kukuka /
askukuka

kkuka / 
askkuka

kuka / 
askukua

60. snake w / asw w / asw juw / asjuwo au / asu
61. fish iji / aji iji / aji iji / aji iii / aii
62. (head) louse fusha / amsha afsaha / amsaha fisaha / amsaha fisaha / amsaha
63. egg iwum / awum iwum / awum iwum / awum iwum / awum
64. tree fka / mka fka fka / kaao / mka afka / amka
65. bark iwuuvka vuufukaak uufkaai avuu
66. leaf ifoovkai ifuu / atfuu ifuu / tfuu ifuu / atfuu
67. root ia / ata ia / ata iha / atha ia / ata
68. salt fba fba fba afba / amba
69. fat ifm isa / ifm isa isaa / atsaa
70a. hunger (gen.) adi adi adi adi
70b. hunger (meat) dia am asam sœm asam
71. iron (metal) akah aka / uka kah / kahu aka
72. one m m m m
73. two ba baa baa baa
74. three taat taat taat taat
75. four ke ke ki kee
76. five tan tan tan tan
77. six tofaa tofaa toofa toofa
78. seven saamba saamba saamba saamba
79. eight faama faama faama faama
80. nine bolam bolamœ bolam buulam
81. ten iwum iwum iwum iwum
82. come hibn hibn hibn hibn
83. send (someone) ndo hitm hitm hitihi
84. walk b hibe hibee hift
85. fall hifn hifn hifen hifn
86. leave l hil hil hiyn
87. fly f hif hif hif
88. pour htante iso / itante hiso / hitante hiso / hisukte
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89. strike hisam ikom / isam hikom / hisam hikum / hisam
90. bite hilm hiløm hiløm hiløm
91. wash (transitive) hiso hiso hiso hisu
92. split (wood) ibah hisan hisan hisan
93. give kh hifh hifh hif
94. steal t it hit hitw
95. squeeze hikam hikam hikam hikam
96. cultivate ift ift hifr hift
97. bury (transitive) hiuma ium hiuma hiuma
98. burn (transitive) iw iwo hiwo hiw
99. eat i ii hiji hii
100. drink u hiu hiu hiu
101. vomit ifihi hifihi hifihi hifihi
102. suck  hi hi hi
103. spit (saliva) hitu hitu hitu hitu
104. blow (on) iff hifeef hiff hiff
105. swell himot himot himoor himot
106. give birth ib ib hib hib
107. die ikpo ikpo hikpo hikpo
108. kill hiwi iwi hijwi hijwi
109. push hitn itin hitin hitin
110. pull hiufa iuf hiuf hiuf
111. sing hijm hijm hiljm hijm
112. play (a game) idm hidm hidm hidm
113. be afraid ifan ifan hifan hifan
114. want hikwt /  ikø hikwt / hikø hikø hik
115. say hidis / idis hidis hidan / dis hidan
116. see hijen hijn hijn hijn
117. show hidnhe hidnhe hituuti / hidnhe hituuti
118. hear iuu hiuh hiuh hiuu
119. know hikli kikli hiklih hikli
120. count hita hita hita hitate

Researchers: Bitjaa-Kody, Thompson

Saff Word List Konene Word List Kimbi River Word List Buabua Word List
  Informants: Male, age 51
                      Female, age 40

  Informants: Male, age 25
                      Female, age 20

  Informants: Male, age 42
                      Female, age 46

  Informants: Male, age 54
                      Female, age 40

  Date: January 23, 2001   Date: January 24, 2001   Date: January 25, 2001   Date: January 26, 2001
  Location:  Saff   Location:  Konene   Location:  Kimbi River   Location:  Buabua
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